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Resource is just the existence on the earth.Western countries image it as the gift of 
God, however, which implies a curse. It is the differences of the system qualities that 
affect the power of resource,not only making it a beautiful rainbow, but also may turn 
it into the stool of God at any time. 
“Resource curse”means that, due to the influences of the poor quality of the system, 
the natural occurrence of resources not only bring no Gospel for the resource area, but 
reduce the living standards there, which induces the law-executors to rent-seek for 
power, restricts the residents’ ability to create wealth, and also destroys the ecology 
and environment of the resource area. In order to crack the resource curse, scholars 
around the world have been analyzing from different perspectives and in different 
ways. But this problem is mainly researched in developed countries, and is basically 
based on the perspective of economic analysis, so it appears to be inadequate for the 
release of this spell. 
Author’s hometown is in Xiuyan Manchu Autonomous County, which is named 
the “The Jade Capital of China” and is also one of the greatest jade deposit areas in 
China. Through research, the author found that there is also the economic problem of 
the “resource curse” in Xiuyan County. This paper set Jade resources as an example, 
boldly challenged and re-defined the resource attributes, combining with relative 
theories like environmental ethics, philosophy of law and sociology of law theory, 
analyzed legal causes of the resource curse from an independent legal perspective and 
then put forward legal paths to breaking “the curse of resources”. 
The article is divided into five chapters: 
Chapter I: The classical reflection under the query of modern resource properties. 
Start from the question of “Where are the Resources from?” ,explained the conception 
of the Western “gift of God” in materialist view, affirmed the natural occurrence of 
resources, reflected classically on the traditional understanding of the resource, and 













Chapter II: The establishment of the ownership system on resources. From 
historical perspective, the paper started from the early primitive society, analyzed the 
social conditions of the ownership system, showed the history transformation of the 
ownership, On this basis, explored the source of how the country become the main 
body of the ownership, then arrived at a conclusion that it was the natural defects and 
acquired deformities of state ownership that made the systematic cause of resource 
curse. 
Chapter III: The cause of the resource curse--the natural defects of the system of 
ownership.The establishment of the ownership system on resources is the human 
beings’ arrogance, ignoring the objective laws of nature, spliting the collaborative 
relationship between human and nature; The establishment of state ownership on 
resources is just the conception coordination by jurists, both continental law system 
countries, and the common law countries, deviating from the original meaning of 
ownership; State ownership ignores the interests of indigenous people, causing a new 
convergent taboos; The establishment of state ownership also ignored the implicit 
deposit properties--resource curse. 
Chapter IV: The advent of the resource curse--the acquired malformations of the 
state ownership system. This part set China as an example, analyzed that it was the 
existence of proxy chain in the exercise progress of state ownership and the adverse 
consequences of the private right tend constituted the systematic cause of the befall 
resource curse to resources area.  
Chapter VI: Legal paths to cracking the Resource Curse. Confronted with the fact 
that the state ownership cannot be changed, environmental law should focus on 
adjusting the relationship between man and nature, regressing to natural rationality, 
the characteristic of state ownership should be defined as the restriction and 
complement of private rights, it is owned by the whole region and should take 
sustainable development of resource as the main function. The exercising of state 
ownership should tend to centralization to prevent the state ownership turning into 
private rights. The objective existence of resources and geographical dependence of 













found a dedicated resource fund to resource areas. 
The innovations of this article lie in: First, as for the resource curse thesis in 
economics, boldly brokethrough the traditional knowledge of resource properties, 
redefined resource attributes after the classical reflection: natrually primitive existence 
because of god’s blessings, the useful attached to the original, geographic dependence 
for both the existence and the value realization,the implicit deposit attributes of 
resources curse; Second, a great study of ownership from the history of the 
rheological investigation, first to propose that the establishment of the legal system of 
ownership caused the resource curse; Third, observation and study on the resource 
state ownership classification showed that the real appearance of state ownership 
myth. Fourth, put forward the legal paths: remove the curse of the law to return to 
natural reason, redefining the attributes of state ownership--addition but restrictions to 
the private rights, state ownership shall contain regional interests, the state ownership 
contains the meaning of cmmon share for the area; The centralized mode of 
ecxercising state ownership after the exercise and lessons from Alaska Permanent 
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